Futurism Architecture Santelia Antonio
manifesto of futurist architecture - abc - manifesto of futurist architecture antonio sant'elia signed the
"manifesto of futurist architecture" in 1914, the year he met marinetti. the futurists had been railing against the
anachronism of santÃ¢Â€Â™elia | revolving library - santÃ¢Â€Â™elia | the project the name
Ã¢Â€ÂœsantÃ¢Â€Â™eliaÃ¢Â€Â• is a tribute to the italian master of the futurism, from his visionary
architectures derives the initial inspiration of bibliografia - antonio sant'elia - sartoris 1955 - a. sartoris, antonio
sant'elia, in encyclopÃƒÂ©die de l'architecture nouvelle, milano, 1955 t entori 1955 - f. tentori, ereditÃƒÂ
dell'ottocento. bibliografia - antonio sant'elia - goldberger 1986 - p. goldberger, architecture: antonio sant'elia, in
Ã‚Â«the new york timesÃ‚Â», 20 febbraio 1986 g regotti 1986 - v. gregotti, che bassi quei grattacieli , in
Ã‚Â«corriere della seraÃ‚Â», 15 marzo 1986, p. constant: new babylon - parapluie - developed a principle they
titled unitary urbanism, which held that "architecture is the simplest means of [...] modulating reality, of
engendering dreams": by changing the fabric of the city, the situationists aimed to reinvent the lives of those
living within it.
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